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This essay serves as an introduction to this issue of the Journal of 
Medicine and Philosophy. The five articles in this issue address a 
range of topics from the human embryo and substantial change 
to conceptions of disability. They engage claims of moral status, 
defense of our humanity, and argue for an accurate and just clas-
sification of persons of different communities within a healthcare 
system. I argue in this essay that though their concerns are diverse, 
the authors in this issue help to answer a common question: “Who 
counts as one of us?” Reading these articles through the lens of 
membership and the themes of dignity illustrates this commonality 
and bears fruit for further reflection on many of the challenging 
issues addressed in the subsequent papers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Who counts as one of us? As simplistic as this question may appear, its analy-
sis is complex. The question is perennial. A wide variety of theorists have 
offered answers and explanations. For example, why does Aristotle posit a 
metaphysical biology, however problematic it is? Why does John Rawls take 
pains to articulate descriptions of persons as political and not metaphysical? 
Moreover, any particular answer to this question will have serious and far-
reaching implications. Consider, for example, how one might explain the 
hypothermia experiments of the Nazis or the medical testing of children at 
the Willowbrook State Hospital. Were such experiments morally permissible 
since research subjects lacked full moral status as persons, either because 
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they were members of the wrong ethnic group or because they lacked fully 
formed rational capacities? Or, more likely, were these experiments exem-
plars of significant wrong-doing, precisely because research subjects should 
have been properly protected as human persons? While the five articles 
comprising this issue of the Journal of Medicine and Philosophy are written 
from the perspectives of distinct disciplines to address various topics, they 
all respond to this central question: “Who counts as one of us?” This is the 
question of membership.

Though this question is raised more explicitly in some essays, considera-
tions of membership are central to each author’s moral, social and political 
exploration. For example, Shane Wilkins (2016), Andrew McGee (2016), and 
David Alvargonzalez (2016) each recognize that considerations regarding 
membership are bound up with questions regarding the moral status of 
developing human beings. The boundaries of “Us” and “Them” also shape 
appreciation of our moral and political duties to others. Elizabeth Rata and 
Carlos Zubaran (2016), for example, explore the implications of the social 
creation of ethnic classifications, cultural concepts of disease, and political 
divisions for health outcomes within the Maori community of New Zealand. 
Jonas-Sébastien Beaudry (2016) turns our attention to the normative impli-
cations of concepts of disability. Conceptions of ourselves as members of 
particular groups affect what we think of as “normal” or as properly func-
tioning.1 In each case, the question of membership engages the recognition 
of status, protections, and obligations.

Medicine explicitly draws out such concerns because of our intimate 
regard for our own health and the health of those about whom we care 
most. Beings who are considered to be similarly like us are more likely to 
be treated in a manner consistent with how we would treat ourselves, a 
manner indicative of full moral status. What features must one possess in 
order to be considered relevantly “like us”? Aristotle thought that the limits 
of a proper community, a polis, were the number of persons who you could 
recognize. Commentators today often draw such membership distinctions 
in terms of what it means to be a fully rational contractor (Scanlon, 1998) 
or perhaps a member of a properly just society (Rawls, 1999). Here, advo-
cates often claim that such recognition grounds arguments for just access to 
health care (Daniels, 2008) but permits abortion, human embryo research, 
and infanticide (Singer, 1993). Others urge us to recognize that such special 
protections (i.e., membership) should extend to human embryos, children, 
and the mentally disabled, as well as fully rational adults (Congregation for 
the Doctrine of the Faith, 2009).

My aim in this introduction is to offer a lens through which we might bet-
ter appreciate the central arguments offered in the following articles. I read 
these articles through the lens of membership, with a brief exploration into 
the concept of dignity. The concept of dignity is a fitting focus for exploring 
the concept membership, as it exemplifies considerations of membership in 
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the human moral community. This exploration is by no means exhaustive 
but is meant to assist the reader in drawing connections between the claims 
and arguments of these articles and to suggest further points for reflection. 
To this end, I begin with a conceptual geography of relevant considerations 
of membership and three themes of dignity, which I characterize in terms 
of violations.

II. MEMBERSHIP

A paramount concern for any moral theory is the set or sets of beings it 
holds to be relevant. Moral theories often focus on human beings as a whole 
or some subset of human beings, such as reasonable and rational persons.2 
Examination of membership in this prized class requires not only asking, 
“Who counts as one of us?” but also, “In virtue of what do they count?” 
Answers to these questions are not exclusively the concern of theorists 
because these answers have serious practical normative implications. For 
example, the qualifications for membership will affect how to understand 
disability and what model of it is best, as well as how to understand impor-
tant distinctions within a particular population (e.g., ethnicity), their rel-
evance, and how they should be accounted for in health policy analysis.

Notice the distinct normative implications of several possible accounts of 
membership. First, consider a contractualist answer that prizes “reasonable 
rejection” as the standard for moral evaluation. T. M. Scanlon argues, “An act 
is wrong if its performance under the circumstances would be disallowed 
by any set of principles for the general regulation of behavior that no one 
could reasonably reject as a basis for informed, unforced general agreement” 
(Scanlon, 1998, 153). Members are persons with moral standing,3 and Scanlon 
settles on those beings that are capable of making judgments (Scanlon, 1998, 
179)4 as the class of creatures that should be considered because they can be 
wronged and because we can stand in relation to them. “Reasonable rejec-
tion” might be a fine standard, but how does one employ this notion with 
regard to beings that cannot yet or no longer have the ability to make judg-
ments? Does it allow for dangerous or painful experimentation on children, 
for example, if proxy consent is given? Does it permit, given scarce medical 
resources, euthanizing the elderly with Alzheimer’s Dementia? It is not only 
members of the moral community that must be treated morally. Moreover, 
why does moving into and out of full capacities of judgment change a per-
son’s moral status?

Consider a second example of contractualism: the position John Rawls 
takes in A Theory of Justice (Rawls, 1999). Rawls aims to guarantee the fair 
and equal consideration of all members of society. The structure and sub-
stance of Rawls’s theory needs little rehearsing, but what he claims about 
members is worth highlighting:
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It is postulated though that the parties are moral persons, rational individuals with 
a coherent system of ends and a capacity for a sense of justice. Since they have the 
requisite defining properties, it should be superfluous to add that the parties are 
equally moral persons. We can say if we wish that men have equal dignity, meaning 
by this simply that they all satisfy the conditions of moral personality expressed by 
the interpretation of the initial contractual situation … (Rawls, 1999, 289)

Rawls’s answer to the membership question is that not all beings count but only 
those who are rational and possess certain ends and capacities. He concludes: 
“… to respect persons is to recognize that they possess an inviolability founded 
on justice that even the welfare of society as a whole cannot override” (Rawls, 
1999, 513). This inviolability only applies to members, that is, to the reasonable 
and rational. But what of individuals that Rawls holds to be “unreasonable”? Or, 
those who lack the requisite rationality, such as young children? May a health-
care professional assist in the death of a patient in the event that a patient lacks 
rational capacities? Does justice not apply to those beings? Is experimentation 
on embryos permissible on this view? Is abortion? It is worth noting that Rawls 
often rules out religious understandings and other comprehensive doctrines as 
“unreasonable” on very thin grounds. For example, as Christopher Tollefsen 
and Mark Cherry have pointed out, Rawls concludes that any objection to abor-
tion based on the humanity of the fetus is unreasonable:

In Political Liberalism’s brief discussion of abortion, for example, Rawls argues 
that agents who accept the humanity of the fetus can do so only on the basis of a 
‘comprehensive doctrine,’ which, precisely because it rules out abortion, is ‘unrea-
sonable’ from the standpoint of public reason and thus unacceptable in the public 
square. (Tollefsen and Cherry, 2003, 538; cf. Rawls, 1995)

Claims of rationality and reasonability are surely worth consideration, but 
they are neither neutral nor above the burden of proof.

In contrast, as a third example, consider how the Catholic Church’s 
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith draws the relevant criterion for 
membership from the fact of a shared humanity, rather than on the exer-
cise of rational capacities. For example, they begin a recent instruction on 
bioethical questions as follows:

The dignity of the person must be recognized in every human being from conception to 
natural death. This fundamental principle expresses a great ‘yes’ to human life and must 
be at the center of ethical reflection on biomedical research, which has an ever greater 
importance in today’s world. (Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, 2009, 3)5

The relevant membership class under consideration on this view is wider 
than that considered by Rawls or Scanlon. This clearly affects who is treated 
in what manner while also informing the kind of treatment that is appropri-
ate. Understanding ourselves to be like others who might have very differ-
ent ways of actualizing human capacities changes the way we think about 
ourselves and forces us to think beyond certain other types of restrictions.
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In order to give moral priority to one or another set of beings, we must 
explain why it is that this set of beings is privileged. Whether this dis-
tinction is between zygotes and embryos, human organisms and persons 
(Alvargonzalez, 2016; McGee, 2016; Wilkins, 2016), Maori and non-Maori 
[a distinction discussed in Rata and Zubaran (2016)], or the so-called “nor-
mal” and “disabled” (Beaudry, 2016), an explanation must be given.6 This 
usually involves an argument about a feature or set of features that the 
privileged beings have in common. For example, one might claim that all 
human beings possess dignity because they are biologically human. Another 
might claim that all beings, regardless of their “humanity,” possess dignity if 
and only if they meet some requisite level of rationality. These two sets of 
classifications create divisions for the purposes of understanding issues of 
membership either on the basis of biological or psychological properties.7

Of course, these are not the only ways to conceive of properties of mem-
bership. The aforementioned contractualist positions might best be thought 
of as political, whereas the position of the Congregation for the Doctrine of 
Faith might be categorized as theological. Such distinctions could also be 
described as psychological versus metaphysical. The latter has historically 
received much attention in moral philosophy and undergirds many accounts 
of dignity. The concept of dignity8 is often invoked in contexts where mem-
bership in the human community is under consideration. Those who employ 
dignity in such contexts often face criticism, as dignity is appealed to both 
as a ground for the equal treatment of persons and as denoting those lives 
which are the best kinds of human lives. These two essential roles that dig-
nity plays, its egalitarian and meritorious roles, illustrate a tension within 
the different employments of the concept, and within the concept itself.9 
Whether a patient with a possibly fatal heart condition should cease taking 
his medication with the hope that death will keep him from a certain decline 
into dementia is a fitting case to consider (Schulman, 2008).10 Does living 
a dignified life require avoiding undignified demented behaviors or does 
reflection on dignity force an understanding of all human persons as equal 
regardless of such behaviors? Does dignity apply to only the best human 
lives or to all who live human lives?

Robert George and Patrick Lee offer an account of dignity, which seeks to 
satisfy both considerations of humanity and of rationality.

These basic, natural capacities to reason and make free choices are possessed by 
every human being, even those who cannot immediately exercise them. One’s exist-
ence as a person thus derives from the kind of substantial entity one is, a human 
being—and this is the ground for dignity in the most important sense. Because per-
sonhood is based on the kind of being one is … one cannot lose one’s fundamental 
personal dignity as long as one exists as a human being. (George and Lee, 2008, 410)

A benefit of an account focused on human nature is that one can make 
strong claims about the necessary and sufficient conditions of membership 
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while extending membership to beings that might satisfy the conditions to 
lesser degrees or in different manners. Another benefit of this account is that 
by tying dignity to a being’s nature, an account of dignity can do justice to 
the element of equality—all beings with that nature possess dignity equally 
because they possess that nature to the same degree—and the element of 
merit—beings with this nature do things which make them worthy of dig-
nity and the treatment it entails. This benefit and the reasons for it will be 
addressed further in the next section.

George and Lee claim that dignity “refers to a property or properties—dif-
ferent ones in different circumstances—that cause one to excel, and thus 
elicit or merit respect from others” (George and Lee, 2008, 409–10). Because 
human beings have this property—insofar as they excel other beings, espe-
cially other animals, because of their rational capacities—our treatment of 
them is restricted in certain ways, for example, we incur commitments such 
as: “… (1) the obligation all of us have not to kill them, (2) the obligation to 
take their well-being into account when we act, and (3) even the obligation 
to treat them as we would have them treat us” (George and Lee, 2008, 409). 
Thus far, this appears to be exactly the kind of account needed to do justice 
to the meritorious element of dignity. Further, they posit, “all human beings, 
regardless of age, size, stage of development, or immediately exercisable 
capacities, have equal fundamental dignity” (George and Lee, 2008, 409). 
And so, we have the kind of account needed to do justice to the egalitarian 
element, as well.11

The possession of certain capacities, as opposed to the exercise of those 
capacities, is sufficient for the possession of dignity. To emphasize that their 
account of dignity does justice to the meritorious requirement, George and 
Lee take care in contrasting the nature of human beings and the natures of 
other beings. They write, “The dignity of a person is that whereby a person 
excels other beings, especially other animals, and merits respect or con-
sideration from other persons” (George and Lee, 2008, 410). In this issue, 
Alvargonzalez engages the work of George and Lee raising questions about 
the accidental and necessary characteristics that define us as human beings. 
He argues that the transformation of a human zygote into an implanted 
embryo involves a change in substances and has significant moral impli-
cations: somatic indivisibility is essential to implanted embryos, a feature 
that is not present in morulas or blastocysts. Wilkins, in turn, grapples with 
George and Lee’s position as such arguments relate to human embryonic 
stem cell research. If embryos are substantially different than zygotes, as 
Alvargonzalez concludes, is this sufficient to show that they are members 
of the moral community and thus protected from being used for medical 
research?12

Defining membership and, as a result, moral community in terms of rea-
sonable rejection, rational personhood, or human nature will give us dif-
ferent answers to practical moral questions, which is why answering such 
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questions correctly is so important. How we conceive of persons and to 
whom we must justify our moral claims are crucial considerations. The 
authors in this issue raise this key question in different ways. Consider “dis-
ability,” for example. Is it even helpful to rely on such a concept, as opposed 
to addressing specific concerns that particular persons find bothersome 
(such as the inability to walk, see, or have sexual intercourse [i.e., erectile 
dysfunction], which may on different accounts falls under the general head-
ing of disability)? How should we understand various approaches to health, 
and what kind of justification is appropriate in decisions about resource 
allocation, when conceptions of health diverge? In reflecting on such argu-
ments, it is worth keeping in mind these kinds of properties as they relate 
to membership. Presently, I turn to the three themes of dignity to add clarity 
and focus to the aforementioned lens.

III. THE THEMES OF DIGNITY

Appeals to dignity can be valuable for moral, political, and medical reflec-
tion and should not be avoided because applications of the concept are 
challenging or because accounts of the concept differ. In fact, in many 
cases, appeals to dignity allow for more accurate assessment of what is 
going on psychologically, conceptually, and rhetorically than other moral 
concepts. Consider a case of experimentation. A small child has serious 
learning disabilities, which create a significant care-taking challenge for 
her parents. They enroll her in a state school geared toward assisting chil-
dren with similar disabilities. The school is over-populated and hepatitis 
outbreaks often occur. With the rationale that the child will probably be 
exposed to hepatitis anyway, a doctor injects the child with the disease 
in order to study its effects on healthy people. What is the correct moral 
assessment of this case? The child’s autonomy might have been violated. 
However, is this the best description of what we find to be wrong with 
this situation? What if her parents gave proxy consent? The child appears 
to have been battered, but this description does not fully explain what 
happened to her and why it was wrong. Describing the situation as a 
violation of the child’s dignity does better. Appeals to dignity require an 
understanding of the child as a member of a particular community, the 
human community. She is used as a test subject in an experiment that will 
not benefit her directly, and so she was treated in a manner that members 
of this community—given the kind of beings that they are—should not 
be treated. Further, this is only socially, politically, and practically feasible 
because of the lack of respect given to those with the child’s disability. 
Many instances such as this occurred at the Willowbrook State School in 
the 1960s.13 Children with significant disability were treated as less than full 
members of the human community.
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The best way to understand disability, given competing models, and 
whether we should retain the concept at all, are taken up by Beaudry in this 
issue. Beaudry argues that there are no conceptual costs to abandoning the 
concept of disability all together though there are political costs (Beaudry, 
2016). The umbrella term “disability” might be useful for mobilizing political 
support or for advocacy and activism-related reasons, but conceptually noth-
ing is added by employing it. Consider again the child in the Willowbrook 
example. The failure to recognize (or respect) the humanity of the child—
she is conceived of as less than what she is—gives rise to worries that her 
dignity has been violated. In redressing violations of dignity, it is not only 
the conceptual costs but also the political costs, which must be considered.

Putting to the side challenges of reconciling tensions within the concept 
of dignity or between different accounts of dignity, I have described dignity 
as a concept that is appealed to both as a ground for the equal treatment of 
persons but also as an idea that articulates the best kinds of lives that might 
be lived by human beings. Thus, dignity has both meritorious and egali-
tarian elements. I have also illustrated a connection between membership 
and dignity through, in part, a useful example of George and Lee’s human 
nature-focused account of dignity. I now explore three themes of dignity 
that help more accurately to characterize the concept. This exploration is 
meant to serve as a helpful illustration of the importance of considerations 
of membership.

First, many of us are apt to say, other things being equal, that a person’s 
dignity has been violated if that person is humiliated in certain ways. It might 
be humiliating to be thought of as the medical model directs us to think of 
persons with disabilities, which conceptualizes “… disability as a tragedy or 
problem localized in an individual body or mind, the definition and solution 
of which were to be provided by medical experts” (Beaudry, 2016, 210–11). 
However, social models of disability, as Beaudry argues, are often too sus-
picious of the experiences of disability and are thus similarly problematic 
(Beaudry, 2016). Both models, in different ways, miss the important point 
that human beings are the objects of their inquiry and that something goes 
wrong when those beings are not given the respect or deference that they 
deserve, or when they are not treated in a manner that conveys an accurate 
understanding of what they are.

Consider also the situations in which some professional guinea pigs find 
themselves as other possible violations of dignity: stripping for repeated 
prostate exams, being exposed to unnecessary amounts of radiation, or not 
understanding a protocol, if you are even afforded a copy, are all humiliat-
ing experiences to undergo.14 To describe such instances, for example, as 
acceptable merely because they were consented to, or unacceptable because 
consent was not properly given, misses something important. A person who 
moves from one medical experiment to another, consenting to one test after 
another, in order to feed himself and his family may not be living the best 
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kind of human life. He may be allowing things to happen to him that are not 
befitting of members of his community or of the kind of being that he is.15

For clarity, consider a paradigmatic case of humiliation outside of the 
scope of medicine: torture. Questions about the morality of torture have 
engaged international attention of late. Consequentialist justifications for this 
treatment and careful definitional work to avoid the need for any justifica-
tion has led to euphemistic terms, such as “enhanced interrogation tech-
niques,” “walling,” and “waterboarding,” entering the common vocabulary. 
The almost fantastic scenarios from television shows such as “24” and films 
such as “Taken,” which raise questions about whether (and to what extent) 
this kind of treatment of another person in order to gain information about 
the location of a bomb or a child can be justified, are all too real. Moreover, 
the consequentialist rationalizations in play in these sociopolitical situations 
are not dissimilar from the type of reasoning often employed in justifications 
for humiliating medical experiments. Consider the response of the execu-
tive director of clinical pharmacology at Eli Lilly and Company when asked 
about the company’s use of homeless alcoholics in Phase I trials: “These 
individuals want to help society” (Cohen, 1996). Instances of exploitation 
can be missed when consequentialist claims to the greater good are the 
focus, especially in cases where consent was obtained. A benefit of appeals 
to the concept of dignity is that consent is not the final word on the matter—
a person can consent to undignified treatment.

Second, other things being equal, a person’s dignity has been violated 
if that person is denied certain opportunities. Not having the same options 
as those who are relevantly like you to dress, sit where you wish, or to be 
heard illustrates that you are being treated as if you are not relevantly like 
others. Being treated in these inferior ways is to have your dignity violated, 
because it illustrates a misunderstanding of the kind of being that you are. 
Possible examples of misunderstandings of this kind are articulated well in 
this issue. For example, the failure to understand that some persons navigate 
the world differently than others affects how ‘disability’ is conceptualized 
(Beaudry, 2016). Similarly, classifying persons ethnically for political reasons 
may lead to disadvantages and lost opportunities. For example, as Rata and 
Zubaran argue regarding the ethnic classification of Maori and non-Maori in 
New Zealand’s health system: “it is in the materiality of ethnic status...that 
a more useful explanation of the causes of Maori health disadvantage is to 
be found” and not in “the political construct of ethnicity which classifies all 
Maori as belonging to one category with a corresponding low health status” 
(Rata and Zubaran, 2016, 193). Rata and Zubaran illustrate well the impor-
tance and complexity of membership. Separating such conceptual challenges 
from political agendas can help to clarify the issues at stake.

The violation of the dignity of persons, by not affording them opportu-
nities that they are due, can be explained, at least in some instances, by a 
failure to recognize them as members of a community to which they belong. 
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Thus, understanding the bounds of a community or the relevant qualifica-
tion for membership is important. To fail to count a being as relevantly like 
us and so to allow for its termination is another example. The moral status 
of embryos is, at least in part, dependent on whether they count as one of 
us. In this issue, McGee continues a debate with philosopher Jeff McMahan 
(2002; 2007), who has argued in favor of killing human embryos for medi-
cal research. McGee concludes that Jeff McMahan “has not shown that we 
are not human beings in our world, and his arguments therefore cannot be 
used in support of the claim that, since the embryo is an organism, but we 
are not, we are not killed when an embryo is killed” (McGee, 2016, 166). 
Answering the membership question requires understanding who we are. 
Certain opportunities successfully to navigate the world, to acquire good 
health care, to live, or to thrive, when denied to human beings are plausibly 
understood as violations of their dignity.

The status a being possesses (see Wilkins, 2016) and whether, in fact, we 
are even human organisms (see McGee, 2016) are questions that demand 
answers. The answers to these questions are bound up with claims of mem-
bership and of dignity. For clarity, consider a paradigmatic case of denying 
persons’ opportunities in a way that fails to recognize them as members of 
the relevant class, as “one of us,” and thus is a violation of a person’s dignity, 
which is outside of the medical field. Places where women are denied the 
opportunity to engage in athletic competition, for example, to play soccer, 
are a particularly fitting example. The game is integral to many cultures to 
the point where fandom and fanaticism become inseparable. The opportu-
nity to engage in this activity, to take part in this national pastime, is such 
an important good that its denial to any person is a serious offense. There 
are other opportunities that persons might be denied, which might also vio-
late their dignity. For example, education allows persons to engage in more 
interesting projects, hold more challenging and rewarding occupations, and, 
in general, live lives of greater flourishing (not to mention enjoying the good 
of learning itself). To deny a person opportunities for education or engage-
ment in a national pastime are a violation of that person’s dignity. Equally 
pressing is how we understand different levels and kinds of health care and 
for whom they are appropriate.

Third, many of us are apt to say that the dignity of persons has been violated, 
other things being equal, if they are killed in certain ways. To be murdered 
so that another might take what is yours suggests a failure of the robber to 
understand the kind of being that you are. Your membership, in this case, is 
misunderstood, or the terms of membership are violated. One might state that 
you are no longer free to engage in autonomous action or to be the beneficiary 
of beneficent treatment, but it is the failure to count you as one of us and to 
treat you accordingly which better explains the wrongness of certain killings. 
Consider a case in which noncombatants in a war suffer death by bombing 
because utilitarian calculations dictate that these deaths will destroy morale, 
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thus bringing an end to the war and, overall, result in less death or pain or in 
greater satisfaction of preferences. One failure of these utilitarian calculators 
is that they do not consider the noncombatant as a member of their commu-
nity, as similar to them in the relevant respects. This might also be the case 
in instances where the termination of fetuses (or even the killing of patients 
in a persistent vegetative state) is contemplated. This underscores again the 
importance of understanding who counts as one of us and the benefit of care-
ful reflection on the arguments in the issue, in particular those from Wilkins, 
Alvargonzalez, and McGee. Does a developing human being possess a special 
moral status or the same moral status we possess? Wilkins’ (2016) critical evalu-
ation of morally salient developmental events is especially useful here.

The paradigmatic case of killing that is a violation of dignity is murder. The 
killing of the innocent is surely an affront to their dignity (if anything is an 
affront to dignity), which is why the simple utilitarian rationalization of the 
killing of noncombatants is so disturbing. Situations in which killing is clas-
sified as murder are some of the most divisive within our society and pose 
some of the most challenging moral and political problems. Recent protests 
in response to situations in which citizens were killed by law enforcement 
agents in the United States are one such example. The paradigmatic medical 
cases involving killing are euthanasia and abortion. In debates over the moral-
ity and legality of abortion, who counts matters for many arguments, and for 
some arguments it is the pivotal consideration. Mary Ann Warren’s classic 
treatment of this issue is one example (Warren, 1973). If a being counts as one 
of us—and, as I have demonstrated, there are deep disagreements about what 
this means—we treat that being differently than if it does not, which obvi-
ously leads to serious consequences. Warren’s argument is a fitting illustration 
because the justification for abortion is dependent on whether a fetus counts 
as one of us; that is, whether it possesses properties sufficient for personhood. 
In this issue, Wilkins connects the question of moral status to morally salient 
developmental events and argues that appeals to moral status associated with 
substance ontology must invoke dispositions (Wilkins, 2016). His discussion of 
psychological, constitutionalist, and animalist theories is also helpful in think-
ing about membership. In the same vein, McGee, points out that theoretical 
errors drawn by McMahan, and other commentators, such as Derek Parfit, lead 
to problematic ethical conclusions regarding the moral status of embryos and 
patients in a persistent vegetative state (McGee, 2016). It is essential to recog-
nize, as Alvargonzalez illustrates, the role that greater context and background 
broader theories play within such arguments (Alvargonzalez, 2016).

VI. CONCLUSION

I have argued that membership and considerations of dignity offer a useful 
lens through which to read the contributions to this issue of The Journal of 
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Medicine and Philosophy. Dignity, characterized by its three themes (inap-
propriate humiliation, denial of opportunity, and wrongful killing), is one 
way to think about persons as members of a human community. Appeals 
to dignity often arise when we are faced with situations in which human 
beings are killed, humiliated, or denied opportunities. Committing murder 
illustrates a failure to recognize or respect the membership that we grant 
to those that are similar to the victim in relevant ways. That is, it illustrates 
incoherence in an account of membership, the qualifications for member-
ship, or the application of membership. Murder, quite obviously, prevents 
someone from engaging in those worthwhile projects and pursuits that are 
characteristic of a good human life, a dignified life. The same might be said 
for certain instances of humiliation and the denials of certain opportunities, 
where the root of the violation of dignity is the separation of someone from 
a community of which they are properly a part. This is the case when some 
are thought of differently than others and this distinction is used to justify 
substandard medical care. Reflection on dignity and its three themes pro-
vides a useful lens through which to read and reflect on in the arguments in 
the following five papers. Each paper, in its own way, takes up the question, 
“Who counts as one of us?” and, in so doing, engages deep moral, political, 
and social issues bound up with the practice of medicine.

NOTES

 1. These answers are contested. Why not count as like us all persons, in the philosophical sense 
of reasonable and rational beings? Why not all people? All human beings? What of animals? Dolphins are 
extremely sophisticated creatures. Legal cases have been fought over whether chimpanzees are persons. 
Dogs are said to be a person’s best friend. Where do we draw communal lines?

 2. Most moral theories govern conduct with respect to other beings, as well; though they usu-
ally differentiate human beings or persons from other beings. An influential predecessor of Rawls and 
Scanlon, Immanuel Kant held this view. Consider what he writes in the Groundwork for the Metaphysics 
of Morals: “… every rational being, exists as an end in himself and not merely as a means to be arbitrarily 
used by this or that will … Beings whose existence depends not on our will but on nature have, neverthe-
less, if they are not rational beings, only a relative value as means and are therefore called things. On the 
other hand, rational beings are called persons inasmuch as their nature already marks them out as ends 
in themselves” (Kant, 1998[1785], 428). John Locke held a somewhat similar view. In the Second Treatise 
of Government, Chapter Five, Section Twenty-Seven, he claims, “Though the earth, and all inferior crea-
tures, be common to all men …” (Locke, 1980[1690], 19). There are still other ethical theories that take 
other beings and our obligations to them even more seriously. The growing field of environmental ethics 
is a testament to this claim. The latter position is illustrated by the work of Dale Jamieson (2003).

 3. Scanlon (1998, 165). For Scanlon, morality is prior to other values because we need to justify 
our actions to others in order to have good relationships with them. His example of kidney stealing is 
illustrative of this point.

 4. He includes those who have died and those who have not yet been born. Also, it might still 
wrong to harm those in other categories; it is just not the same kind of thing as harming someone within 
the scope of morality.

 5. To further illustrate that membership questions are not purely theoretical matters, but have 
practical application for pressing moral issues, consider the hotly contested abortion debates over the 
past few decades. Consider three prominent positions on abortion. Judith Jarvis Thompson writes, “Most 
opposition to abortion relies on the premise that the fetus is a human being, a person, from the moment 
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of conception” (Thompson, 1971, 47). Membership questions have been viewed as crucial by those who 
oppose abortion. John Noonan claims, “The most fundamental question involved in the long history of 
thought on abortion is: How do you determine the humanity of a being?” (Noonan, 1970, 51). He argues 
that the answer to this question leads to the correct evaluation of abortion. He is not the only one, nor 
is he a member of the only side of the debate focusing on membership. Thompson is correct that much 
opposition to abortion centers on this question, but so does much support for it. Mary Anne Warren 
argues, “… while it is not possible to produce a satisfactory defense of a woman’s right to obtain an 
abortion without showing that a fetus is not a human being, in the morally relevant sense of that term, 
we ought not to conclude that the difficulties involved in determining whether or not a fetus is human 
make it possible to produce any satisfactory solution to the problem of the moral status of abortion. For it 
is possible to show that, on the basis of intuitions which we may expect even the opponents of abortion 
to share, a fetus is not a person, hence not the sort of entity to which it is proper to ascribe full moral 
rights” (Warren, 1973, 43). And abortion is not the only issue in bioethics that relies crucially on answers 
to these questions.

 6. It can be challenging to grapple with cultural and ethnic differences. See, for example, Cherry 
and Fan (2015), Bian (2015), and Fan and Wang (2015).

 7. There are problems with classifying properties in this way, the most glaring of which is that one 
could argue that psychological properties are biological or are dependent on biology in a way that this 
division becomes confusing. However, though this division is not the most clear, I think we have an intui-
tive idea about the difference between a biological property—something like the possession of a heart 
or lungs or human DNA—and a psychological property—something like possession of certain rational 
capacities or the ability to make certain kinds of judgments about moral life.

 8. Though dignity is a useful concept for reflection on the practice of medicine, it is often maligned, 
less-often appealed to than concepts that have been given the status of principles (e.g., autonomy), and 
generally murkier than desired by the increasingly “clear cut” bureaucratic accounts of medicine and 
health care. I do not have space here to adequately defend the concept; however, as the aim of the paper 
is to offer a lens through which the reader might consider the following articles, a characterization of the 
concept is sufficient.

 9. For a thoughtful treatment of dignity that faces this challenge, see Meilaender (2009).
 10. Schulman describes the case in this way: “Is it morally acceptable for an elderly patient, diag-

nosed with early Alzheimer’s disease and facing inexorable decline into dementia and dependency, to 
stop taking his heart medicine in the hope of a quicker exit, one less distressing to himself and his fam-
ily?” (Schulman, 2008, 4). Schulman borrows this case from The President’s Council on Bioethics’s (2005) 
Taking Care: Ethical Caregiving in Our Aging Society. Adam Schulman describes a few very different 
responses to this question: consider two. First, it is morally permissible for the patient to stop taking the 
medicine because to let heart disease take his life instead of dementia allows for a more humane and 
dignified end. Second, that this is morally impermissible because one may hasten the end of one’s life 
neither by action nor by omission. To do so would not accord with the equal dignity and respect that is 
owed to all human life (Schulman, 2008, 4). The “Dignified and Humane” position and the “Equal Dignity 
and Respect Owed to All Human Life” position seem to suggest divergent courses of action for those 
who wish to respect the dignity of this patient. Advocates for both positions argue vehemently that their 
opposition fails to respect human dignity. Both argue for the “proper” way to die and that persons should 
be afforded (or required to follow) that course. It should be noted that though this situation illustrates 
the need for serious reflection on the concept of dignity, it does not entail the relativity of dignity, as we 
have here different accounts of dignity.

 11. Whether we can make sense of all human beings excelling in this way is not clear. I do not 
believe that it is, but I do not have space to offer an argument in support of that claim here.

 12. See also, Lee, Tollefsen, and George (2014); Morris (2012); Brown (2007); Tully (2011).
 13. As Susan Sherwin notes in discussing this and similar cases of experimental abuse, “… Oppressed 

groups are generally regarded as being of lesser importance to society than members of more powerful 
and privileged groups. Their lives are frequently devalued and their interests overlooked in public policy 
efforts … they lack the political clout to be treated as fully equal members of more privileged groups … 
We must recognize that these offensive research programs were conducted within cultures that did not 
grant full humanity to members of the groups selected for research use” (Sherwin, 2005, 153).

 14. For more on these kinds of situations, see Robert Helms’ (2005) Guinea Pig Zero: An Anthology 
of the Journal for Human Research Subjects. For more on the treatment of persons as undignified in 
experimentation, see (Elliott and Abadie, 2008) and (Elliott, 2008).
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 15. One might wonder whether autonomy—an important and prominent concept in medical eth-
ics—is a more appropriate concept to appeal to in situations where opportunities are denied. Persons in 
these cases have suffered violations of their autonomy. However, by noticing that their dignity has been 
violated, we are able to both explain the root of the violation—that these persons are not recognized as 
members of the relevant class, as the kind of being that they are—and to see the connection between 
the other cases in which dignity is violated. There is a similar element running through the Willowbrook 
case, explanations of differing health systems and outcomes because on faulty empirical data, the treat-
ment of persons used a guinea pigs, and many others; it has to do with a certain kind of being receiving 
treatment in a manner that is inappropriate because it is a being of that kind. Still, one might wonder why 
autonomy could not do just, as well as dignity in terms of explaining common intuitions about wrong-
ness of humiliation. The difficult case for autonomy to explain is one in which the humiliation is chosen. 
Now, it might be an open question what sorts of humiliating activities are wrong; however, to appeal to 
autonomy only allows for impediments (whether positive or negative) to be violations, to be wrongs. 
One’s dignity might be violated if, though one understands what will happen to him when he signs up 
to be a practice dummy for medical students who want to improve their prostate examination skills, he is 
looked at and treated as if he is a mannequin in a simulation lab. This claim cannot be made by appeal 
to autonomy.
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